Global Light Vehicle Production Forecast
The best available source of global forecasts and strategic information on Light Vehicle production.
Targeted data to help you maximise your opportunities

The Global Light Vehicle Production Forecast is a vital tool for any component supplier, OEM or industry participant looking to gain an unbiased and unrivalled perspective on the Light Vehicle production industry.

Published monthly, our forecasts provide insights for short-term (operational) monitoring, mid-term (tactical) planning and long-term (strategic) initiatives. Looking at the current year +7, you will find detailed global information on a platform and plant level with SOP/EOP for existing and future programmes.

Success requires smart thinking

The Global Light Vehicle Production Forecast is a vital tool for any component supplier, OEM or industry participant looking to gain an unbiased and unrivalled perspective on the Light Vehicle production industry.

Published monthly, our forecasts provide insights for short-term (operational) monitoring, mid-term (tactical) planning and long-term (strategic) initiatives. Looking at the current year +7, you will find detailed global information on a platform and plant level with SOP/EOP for existing and future programmes.

Data Fields:
- Region
- Country
- Trade region
- Sales group
- Manufacturer
- Local make
- Local model
- Global make
- Global production model
- Program Code
- Platform
- Design lead
- Design lead location
- Design lead country
- Vehicle plant
- City
- Location
- Production type
- Capacity & Utilisation
- Type
- GVW
- Regional Size
- Global size
- Global bodytype
- Global status
- SOP: vehicle
- EOP: vehicle
- Next facelift

Additional Module:
- Bodystyle
- Number of doors
Our coverage extends to:

- **Full supporting text** discussing the macroeconomic developments underlying our forecasts.
- **In-depth assessments** of each major OEM, including capacity, strategies and prospects for future developments and monthly commentaries on the industry.

**Access industry expertise**

Navigating the automotive sector is complex, but incorporating the right guidance, at the right time, can unlock significant opportunities and mitigate risks. Our data is accompanied by:

- Full supporting text discussing the macroeconomic developments underlying our forecasts.
- In-depth assessments of each major OEM, including capacity, strategies and prospects for future developments and monthly commentaries on the industry.

**Power business decisions**

Access and interpret the data on Compass, our delivery and interactive analytics tool.

Download our services and visualise our data and forecasts in a variety of innovative ways.